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This paper investigates interpretations of L forms in which the substitution 
defining the interpretation is uniform in terminal letters. Such uniform inter- 
pretations have several advantages over the ordinary ones, both from a mathe- 
matical and biological point of view. A number of different aspects of uniform 
interpretations are studied. It is felt that the results will shed new light on the 
theory of L forms and, in general, on the theory of L systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of anL form was introduced in Maurer et al. (1976a) and extended 
to concern L systems with tables in Maurer et al. (1976b). This notion brings 
together two major recent developments in language theory: L systems and 
grammar forms. An L form together with an interpretation mechanism defines 
a family of structurally similar L systenls. From a biological point of view, such 
families can be considered as "species" of organisms. 
One of the crucial issues in the foundations of L forms is the definition of the 
interpretation mechanism. The definition chosen in Maurer et al. (1976a) differs 
from the one customary in the theory of grammar forms in that terminals are 
interpreted in the same way as nonterminals. This definition is mathematically 
pleasing and is motivated also on other grounds in Maurer et al. (1976a). Thus, 
b ~ cBde and a --~ aAbc 
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are interpretations of the production 
a --+ aAab (1) 
but none of the productions 
a -~ a17Ab, a -+ Aa ,  ab --+ A 
is an interpretation of (1) although they would be if the definition customary in 
the theory of grammar forms were used. Here capital letters are nonterminals and 
small letters are terminals. 
For some purposes it is useful to consider a more restricted efinition of an 
interpretation. This so-called uniform interpretation was also introduced in 
Maurer et al. (1976a) but was investigated there only very briefly. In a uniform 
interpretation, the substitution defining the interpretation has to be uniform in 
terminal letters. Thus, neither one of the interpretations of (1) mentioned above 
is a uniform interpretation of (1) but, for instance, b -+ bBba is a uniform inter- 
pretation of (1). 
The basic mathematical dvantage of uniform interpretations is that they 
allow us to keep track of the terminals. For instance, if the only productions for 
terminals in the form are of the type a ~ a, we know that terminals remain 
stable in all interpretations of the form since it is not possible to interpret 
a--~ a as a---* b. Consequently, using uniform interpretations, it is easy to 
characterize the family CF of context-free languages as an "L family." No such 
characterization based on ordinary interpretations is known, and it seems likely 
that none exists (See Note added in proof). 
Further, uniform interpretations correspond to uniform substitutions. This is 
the type of substitutions customarily studied in logic and, thus, uniform inter- 
pretations are natural also from this point of view. 
As far as biological applications are concerned, terminals have a special role in 
L systems. (In fact, nonterminals were not even introduced in early papers about 
L systems.) When modeling developmental processes, we often want to preserve 
information in a way possible for uniform interpretations only. For instance, 
assume we want to express the fact that all organisms belonging to a certain 
species have cells dividing at one step of the developmental process into two 
copies of themselves plus an additional cell of a different ype. Then we can do 
this by taking the production a --+ aab into the form, and considering uniform 
interpretations. There is no way to do this with ordinary interpretations. 
A brief outline of the contents of this paper follows. We assume the reader to 
be familiar with the rudiments of formal anguage theory (for instance, Chapters 
I - I I I  and VII I  in Salomaa (1973) as well as L systems theory, cf. Herman and 
Rozenberg (1974) and Lindenmayer and Rozenberg (1976). In many technical 
details we also assume familiarity with Mauer et al. (1976a, b), especially the 
former. 
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After preliminaries in Section 2, we consider educibility in Section 3. It turns 
out that, in general, the customary normal form results do not hold with respect 
to uniform interpretations. Completeness and related notions are studied in 
Section 4, and representations of context-free languages in Section 5. Section 6 
is devoted to full uniform interpretations, i.e., interpretations containing all of 
the interpreted productions, and not just a subset of them. Some undecidability 
results are given in Section 7. However, the most important problems in this area 
remain open. The paper ends with some considerations of closure properties. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS 
We first present he definitions of an ETOL form and its (ordinary) inter- 
pretations and uniform interpretations. For fuIther details, we refer to 
Mauer et al. (1976a, b). Although not defined explicitly, all corresponding 
notions concerning EOL forms are obtained by considering ETOL forms with 
just one table. 
An ETOL system (or an n-ETOL system) is an (n + 3)-tuple G = (V, Z, 
P1 .... , P~, S), for some n ~> 1, where V is an alphabet, Z _C V is the terminal 
alphabet, V -- Z is the nonterminal lphabet, S ~ V -- Z is the start symbol, and 
for all i, 1 <~ i <~ n, P~ is a finite set of pairs (% x) with a in V and x in V* such 
that for each a in V at least one such pair is in Pi • The elements (a, x) of Pi are 
called rules or productions and are usually written ~ ~ x or ~ --~ x. The sets Pi 
are called tables. 
Deterministic (abbreviated D) and propagating (abbreviated P) restrictions of 
ETOL  systems are defined in the usual way: in an EDTOL system there is 
exactly one rule for each letter in each table, and in an EPTOL system no rule 
has the empty word e on its right-hand side. The yield relation ~,  as well as 
the notions *~, 3+, and =~k (the last meaning a k-step derivation) are defined in 
the usual fashion. The language generated by the ETOL system G is defined by 
L(G) ={xinZ* IS~x}.  
To avoid unnecessary complications, languages which differ by at most the empty 
word are considered equal. Families of languages which differ by at most the 
empty set are considered equal if for any language in one family there is a language 
in the other family which differs from the former by at most the empty word, and 
conversely. The length of a word x is denoted by [ x I. The notation Alph(x) is 
used for the set of all letters occurring in x. 
Consider an ETOL system G. A letter ~ is reachable if S ~ x~y holds for some 
x and y. G is reduced if each c~ in V is reachable. G is looping if c~ ~-  a holds for 
some reachable ~, and G is expansive if for some reachable ~, ~ ~+ xc~y~z holds 
for some x, y, z. G is separated if for all i, ~ --+ x in P~ implies x is in X u (V -- Z)* 
and x is not in Z if ~ is in Z. 
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G is synchronized if for each a in Z, a =>+ x implies x is not in Z*. G is short 
if the right-hand sides of all rules are of length 42 ,  and binary if each rule in each 
table is of one of the types 
A-+E, A-+a, A-+B,  A -+ BC, a-+A, 
where capital letters are nonterminals. 
An ETOL form (or an n -ETOL form) F is an ETOL system F --  (V, Z, 
P1 ,..., P~,  S). An ETOL systemF'  = (V', Z',  PI',..., P~', S) is an interpretation 
of F (modulo tz), F '  <1F(/~) (or simply F '  <~ F) i f /z  is a (finite) substitution 
defined on V such that the following conditions (i)-(v) hold: 
(i) /x(A) __C V' - -  Z '  for each A in V --  Z, 
(ii) /x(a) _C Z '  for each a in 27, 
(iii) /~(a) c~/x(fl) = ;~ for any a @ fl, ~,/3 E V, 
(iv) for all i, 1 ~< i ~ n, Pi' _C/z(Pi) where/x(Pi) = {/3 --+ y [ ~ --+ x in 
P i ,  /3 e/z(~), y ~/x(x)}, 
(v) S' is in/z(S). 
I f  in condition (iv) the inclusion Pi'_C/x(Pi) is replaced by the equality 
Pi '  =/x(Pi) ,  we say that F '  is a full interpretation of F, in symbols, F '  ~r  F. 
F '  is a uniform interpretation ofF ,  in symbols, F '  <]u F, if in (iv) P,:' C/xu(Pi) ,
where/xu(P~) is the subset of/~(Pi) consisting of all productions %' --~ a 1 . . . .  at' 
obtained as follows. Assume that ~0 --+ ~l " '  at is in P i .  Then a o' -*  ~1 . . . .  at' is 
in/%(Pi) if it is in/x(P~) and a.r = as ~ Z implies a~' = as" (Thus, the substitution 
has to be uniform on terminals.) Finally, F '  is a weakly uniform interpretation of 
F, in symbols F '  <lwu F, if in (iv) Pi' C/Zwu(Pi) where t~wu(Pi) is defined as 
/xu(Pi) except that in the last statement =r is replaced by a 0 . We consider also 
full uniform and full weakly uniform interpretations F' ,  F '  <~fuF, and F '  <lfwuF. 
The definition is obvious: Pi' is not a subset of/xu(P~) or/Xwu(P~) but equals 
/zu(Pi) or/Xwu(Pi). 
The family of ETOL  forms generated by F is defined by 
gO(F) = {F' iF' -q F}, 
and the family of languages generated by F is defined by 
~L~'(F) = {L(F') p F' <l F}. 
The grammar and language families 
~f(F), ~u(F), ~wu(F), ~ru(F), ~rwu(F), 
~(F), ~eu(F), ~ew.(F), ~u(F), ~w~(F) 
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are defined in the same way except hat the relation ~ is replaced by the one with 
the corresponding subscript. 
Two ETOL forms F 1 and Fe are termed form equivalent if 5F(F1) = ~£,¢(Fz). 
We may of course compare also the families ~(F1)  and ~q~(F2) for any 
x ~ {f, u, wu, fu, fwu}. 
However, in this paper we are mostly interested in the family =L, eu(F ). Two 
ETOL forms F I and F 2 are termed uniform form equivalent if ~£au(F1) = 5eu(Fz). 
As we already pointed out, although the definitions above deal with ETOL 
forms, all of the notions introduced can be considered in the (degenerate) case 
of EOL  forms as well. This will be often done in the sequel. As an example, 
consider the EOL form F determined by the productions 
S --+ SS,  S --~ a, a --~ a. 
Then ~u(F) = ~£¢wu(F) = CF, whereas ~c¢(_F) is a proper superset of CF. The 
following theorem is an immediate consequence of the definitions. 
THEOREM 2.1. For any ETOL formF,  
:~(F) c ~%(F) c ~e(F). 
Al l  of the families are equal i f  no production in F contains more than one occurrence 
of any terminal. _q°(F) = ~wu(F) i f  F has no production of the type a --~ x where x 
contains an occurrence of the terminal a. 5eu(F ) = ~q~wu(F) i f whenever a terminal 
occurs more than once in a production it occurs on the left-hand side of the production. 
Nothing general can be said about the inclusion relations between the families 
£Ff(F), SFfu(F), and ~wu(F),  apart from the obvious fact that they are all included 
in the family ~*°(F). Considering the form F determined by the productions 
S--+ a ~, a -+N,  N-+ N, 
we see that ~u(F )  is incomparable with ~r(F) = ~wu(F).  
Considering the form F determined by the productions 
S --+ a, a --+ a s, 
we see that £¢r(F) is incomparable with ~LCfu(F ) = ~wu(F). The proof of the 
following theorem is exactly the same as that of the corresponding results in 
Maurer et al. (1976a, b). 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that x ~ {f, u, wu, fu, fwu}. Then the relation <~ for 
ETOL forms is decidable and transitive. For two ETOL forms F 1 and F2, 
~(F1) __C c~x(F2) holds iff F 1 <~xF2 . I t  is decidable for arbitrary ETOL forms F 1 
and Fz whether or not f~(Fa) = fY~(F~). 
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Note also that for two ETOL formsF 1andF 2 ,F 1 <~xF 2implies ~(F1) _C ~(F2) 
but the converse is not true. In general, the comparison of the language families 
~(F1) and ~(F2) is very difficult. This is reflected by the fact that, for all x, the 
decidability status of the equation 
~x(F1) = ~(F~)  
is still open or has been shown undecidable for ETOL (and even for EOL) forms 
t;'1 and F 2 . 
3. REDUCIBILITY 
In formal anguage theory, a number of "normal form" results are known for 
grammars: a grammar of some type can be reduced to an equivalent and in some 
sense simpler grammar of the same type. Similar results have been obtained for 
grammar forms and L forms. In Maurer et al. (1976a, b), a number of such 
reduction theorems for L forms are presented as regards reduction to reduced, 
separated, synchronized, short, binary, and propagating forms. Perhaps the most 
surprising result is that synchronization is not always possible for EOL and 
ETOL forms although it is always possible for EOL and ETOL systems. For 
instance, for the EOL form F determined by the productions 
S--+ aa, a->b, b---> N, N -+ N 
no form equivalent synchronized EOL form exists. In fact, the language 
{aa, bb, ab} is not in ~q'(F) but if we synchronize F in the usual way to obtain the 
formF'  then this language is in ~(F'). 
In this section, we investigate the validity of the corresponding reduction 
theorems with respect o the uniform interpretation. Everything is stated for the 
uniform interpretation but analogous results hold in the weakly uniform case as 
well. In general, we can say that fgu(F) is an "antireducible" family of generative 
devices: most of the customary normal form results do not hold. This is of 
course awkward from the point of view of certain proof techniques. On the other 
hand, antireducibility means that the expressive capacity of the generative 
devices is exceptionally good: the same thing cannot be expressed by a simpler 
device. Our first lemma gives a couple of examples we are going to use later on. 
L~MMA 3.1. 
productions 
Let n be ~2 and let Fn be the EOL form determined by the 
S-~ an~ a-->- a. 
Then ..£,°u(Fn) consists of finite unions of singleton languages of the type {b'~}. 
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Let n be ~1 and let H~ be the ETOL form determined by the n + 1 tables 
[S  -+  a, a ~ a], [S  --+ S,  a ~ am],. . . ,  [S  --~ S,  a --+ a ~-] 
where Pi is the ith prime. Then ~fu(H~) consists of finite unions of languages of the 
type 
{b ~ ] zr is a natural number such that all prime divisors of zr 
are among the first n primes). 
Consequently, no language in ~Lfu(F,)W ~°u(H~) contains a word x with 
Alph(x) ~ 2. 
Proof. The proof is almost immediate by the definition of the uniform 
interpretation. As regards Hn,  note that S appears only at the beginning of a 
derivation. I f  in some interpretation/z(a) ---- {a 1 ,..., at) then each of the inter- 
preted tables must have a production for each a i . By the uniformity of the inter- 
pretation, this production must be a~ ~ a~J. Hence, the a~ chosen at the initial 
step of a derivation remains unaltered throughout the derivation. | 
The next lemma is our basic tool for proving antireducibility. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that F is an ETOL or EOL form such that the following 
derivation is possible according to F (viewed as an ETOL or EOL system): 
S ~ xl~lx2~2x 3 , xi ~ V*, ~ E V, 
and either ~1 =/= c~2 or else % = c~ 2 is a nonterminaL Assume, further, that for 
some k >/O, 
k k k k k 
xl ~ Yl , % ~ Y2 v ~ ~, x2 ~ Y3, ~z ~ Y4 ~ ~, x8 ~ Y5, 
where each y, is in Z* and in these derivations the same sequence of k tables is used 
i f  F is an ETOL form. Then ~u(F) contains a language which contains a word x 
with Alph(x) ~ 2. 
Proof. According to the assumption, we have in F the following derivation: 
S *~ xl~lxz%x~ YlY2YaY4Ys, (2) 
where Ye and Y4 are the contributions made by al and c~ 2, respectively. Assume 
first that % and ~2 are nonterminals (may be % = %). I f  y z E {a}* and Ya e {a}* 
we take such an interpretation F ' of F where in the derivation 
k 
the terminal a is renamed as b. This is possible even if ~ = c~ 2because we can 
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take care of that in the interpretationF'. ~1 is interpreted as a' and ~" and we have 
the following derivation according to F ' :  
S *~ 21~'~2~"2~, 
for some xl ,  x2, x3 • Thus at least a and b occur in the terminal word belonging 
to L(F') obtained from (2). I f  there is no terminal a such that Y2 e {a}* and 
Y4 ~ {a}*, there is nothing to prove; we just takeF as its own interpretation. 
The case where one of the letters a 1 and ~2, say a 1 , is a terminal and the 
other a nonterminal is handled in the same way: we take care that in the 
interpretation a 2 contributes terminals different from those contributed by al .  
Finally, if ~1 and a 2 are both terminals then according to the assumption a 1 @ a~. 
The same trick works also now in spite of the uniform interpretation. I f  originally 
the contributions of a 1 and a 2 are merged into some alphabet {a}*, we can take 
an interpretation where this does not happen because ~1 ~ a2- | 
Before going into antireducibility results, we mention the following positive 
result. The proof of Theorem 3.3 is immediate. Analogous theorems were given 
in Maurer et al. (1976a, b). 
THEOREM 3.3. For any ETOL or EOL form F one may construct a reduced 
ETOL or EOL form F' which is uniform form equivalent to F. 
THEOREM 3.4. For any n >/2, there is an EOL (resp. ETOL) form F~ such 
that every EOL (resp. ETOL) form which is uniform form equivalent to F~ has at 
least one production whose right-hand side is of length >in. Consequently, there are 
EOL (resp. ETO L ) forms for which no uniform form equivalent short or binary EOL 
(resp. ETOL) form can be constructed. 
Proof. Clearly, the second sentence follows from the first. To prove the 
first sentence, we give an example of an EOL formF~ such that every ETOL form 
uniform form equivalent to F~ has at least'one production whose right-hand side 
is of length >/n. In fact, F~ in Lemma 3.1 satisfies this requirement. For n -~ 2 
this is obvious. Assume that n ~> 3 and that F is an ETOL form with ~°u(F ) = 
o~°u(F~) and that all right-hand sides of the productions of F are of length 
~n -- 1. But then F satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2. (In fact, now one 
of the letters ~1 and ~2 has to be a nonterminal because, otherwise, ~°u(F~) 
would contain a language containing a word of length less than n.) This implies 
that ~u(F) contains a language containing a word x with Alph(x) >~ 2. This 
contradicts the equation ~oqeu(F ) = SFu(F~). | 
THEOREM 3.5. There are EOL (resp. ETOL) forms for which no uniform form 
equivalent separated or synchronized EOL (resp. ETOL)  form can be constructed. 
Proof. As regards eparated forms, it suffices to consider Fn of Lemma 3.1. 
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As regards ynchronized forms, the proof is the same as in the case of ordinary 
interpretations (cf. Maurer et al., 1976a, b). | 
It seems likely that there are EOL (resp. ETOL) forms for which no uniform 
form equivalent propagating EOL (resp. ETOL) form can be constructed. 
A good candidate in the EOL case is the form determined by the productions 
S --+ bc, c --~ bc, b -+ bab, a --~ e. 
In case of ordinary interpretations, reduction to two tables is possible at least 
for synchronized ETOL forms (of. Maurer et aL, 1976b). In ease of uniform 
interpretations, we have the following negative result. 
THEOm~ 3.6. For any n >/2,  there is an ETOL form Hn such that 
~u(H~) ~- SOu(F) holds for no ETOL form F with less than n tables. 
Proof. It is easy to see that Hn of Lemma 3.1 satisfies the requirement. In
fact, if a uniform form equivalent F with less than n tables existed then it would be 
necessary to use in F nonterminals or several terminals in such a way that the 
hypothesis of Lemma 3.2 would be satisfied. (Clearly, if we violate the deter- 
minism in the tables, for instance, by having a -+ am and a -+ a ~j in the same 
table for i :# j then the resulting F is not uniform form equivalent to H~ .) 
But now Lemma 3.2 gives a contradiction. |
4. COMPLETENESS AND RELATED NOTIONS 
In Maurer et aL (1976a, b) completeness of EOL and ETOL forms was 
investigated. By definition, an EOL (resp. ETOL) form F is complete if its 
language family 5~(F) equals the whole family of EOL (resp. ETOL) language. 
We discuss now briefly some analogous notions for uniform interpretations. 
An EOL resp. ETOL) form F is uniformly complete (uni-complete, for short) if 
5~u(F) equals the family of EOL (resp. ETOL) languages. By the second sentence 
of Theorem 2.1 it is easy to give examples of uni-complete EOL and ETOL 
forms, using the completeness results in Maurer et al. (1976a, b). For instance, 
the EOL form determined by the productions 
S--~ S S, S -+ S, S -+ a, a--~ S 
is uni-complete. The EOL form determined by the tables 
[S ~ a, S -~ S, S ~ SS ,  a -~ S], [S ~ S, a -~ S], 
is uni-complete. Note also that for the ETOL form F determined by the tables 
[S ~ S, S -~ SS ,  a -+ S], [S ~ a, a ~ S], 
we have ~u(F) = EOL. 
643136/2-4 
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As regards characterization f uni-completeness, imilar necessary conditions 
as those obtained for completeness in Maurer et al. (1976a, b) can be obtained 
also now. Thus every uni-complete EOL and ETOL form F must be expansive 
and looping, and must contain a production sending a nonterminal to a terminal 
word. Moreover, L(F) must contain a word of length m for any m >/1. Also 
sufficient conditions for uni-completeness corresponding to Theorem 6.5 in 
Maurer et al. (1976a) and 5.11 in Maurer et al. (1976b) can be established. In 
these cases terminals do not occur in such a way that the uniformity of the inter- 
pretation would cause any difference in the proof. However, also Theorem 5.12 in 
Maurer et al. (1976b) remains valid in the uniform case although it involves 
derivations of the type a *~ a. 
By Theorem 2.1, every uni-complete form is also complete. The converse is 
not true. The EOL formF determined by the productions 
S1--~ aaa, a -+N,  S -~ b, b---~ N, N--+ N, 
is complete but not uni-complete. I f L is in ~°u(F) then any word x in L with 
i x] ~< 3 satisfies Alph(x) = 1. 
As in connection with ordinary interpretations, we can also in connection with 
uniform interpretations speak of very complete forms. By definition, an EOL 
(resp. ETOL) form F is uniformly very complete (uni-complete, for short) if for 
any EOL (resp. ETOL) form F 1 there exists an interpretation F '  of F such that 
~u(F ' )  = ~u(F1). 
However, results like Theorem 3.4 show that there are no uni-vomplete forms. I f  
in the definition the existence ofF' is required only for forms F 1 satisfying some 
additional assumptions (like being synchronized), it is possible to obtain forms 
uni-complete in this restricted sense. 
5. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE FAMILY CF  
We shall now investigate representations of the family CF of context-free 
languages as an "L family." In other words, we are looking for EOL or ETOL 
forms F such that one of the language families associated to F equals CF. 
I f  we are dealing with ordinary interpretations, this seems impossible to 
accomplish. This is due to the fact that terminals may develop further according 
to the rules a ~ a and, hence, we cannot get rid of the parallelism. Consider, 
for instance, the EOL form F determined by the productions 
S~SS,  S~a,  a~a.  
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This looks very innocent. However, the EOL form F '  determined by the produc- 
tions 
S -+ SS,  S --~ a, a --~ c, c -+ c 
is an interpretation ofF. Clearly, L(F') is not context free. In fact, we conjecture 
that there is no EOL form F with ~°(F) =- CF. (See Note added in proof.) 
The situation is quite different if we are dealing with uniform interpretations. 
Let us first introduce some terminology. We say that an EOL or ETOL  form F 
is stable with respect o terminals if, for each terminal a, the only production for 
a is a ~ a. We censider also ordinary context-free grammar forms F and 
denote by ~striet(F) the family of languages generated by interpretations of F 
in the strict sense (cf. Ginsburg and Mayer, 1976). 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that F is an EOL form stable with respect o terminals 
and F' is the context-free grammar form obtained from F by omitting all productions 
for terminals. Then 
~trict(Y') = ~wu(F). 
Proof. The inclusion of the left side in the right side follows because, for 
any grammar generating a language belonging to the left side, we obtain the same 
language by viewing the grammar as an EOL system and adding productions 
a -+ a. The reverse inclusion is due to the fact that a -+ a are the only produc- 
tions for terminals in F. Apart from these productions, the notions of a strict 
interpretation and a weakly uniform interpretation coincide. | 
Note that Theorem 5.1 does not remain valid if we take the family 5gu(F) 
instead of oL~'wu(F). Then the first sentence of the proof above is not true anymore 
because, for instance, we can interpret he production S ~ aSa as S -+ ash in 
the strict sense but not in the uniform sense. However, it is easy to see that also 
in this case the reverse inclusion remains true: 
THEOREM 5.2. Under the assumption of the previous theorem 
~eu(F) _¢ ~,riet(F'). 
As a corollary of Theorem 5.2 we get the result established also in Maurer et al. 
(1976a). 
THZOREM 5.3. I f  F is an EOL form stable with respect o terminals, then 
~e~(F) C CF. 
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Combining Theorem 2.1 and 5.1, it is easy to obtain representations of the 
family CF. For instance, the EOL form F determined by the productions 
S --+ SS,  S --.'- a, a --~ a 
satisfies 
~eu(f)  = 2ewu(f)  = c f .  (3) 
above deal with EOL forms only although, for instance , The discussions 
Theorem 5.3 remains valid for ETOL forms as well. (It is maybe not so natural to 
look for representations of CF in terms of ETOL forms.) We mention, finally, 
that the ETOL form F determined by the tables 
[S--+ SS, a --~ a], [S--+ a, a --~ a] 
satisfies also (3). Note that each of the tables taken alone generates very little. 
6. FULL INTERPRETATIONS 
In this section, we investigate the families ~u(F)  and ~C~fwu(F ). It is somewhat 
easier to characterize these families, say, in terms of L(F) than the families 
obtained when the interpretation is not full. The following theorem shows that, 
in case of full interpretations, extra nonterminals do not buy you anything. 
The proof of the theorem is straightforward and is omitted. 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume that F is an EOL  form and F' <~f F (resp. F 1' <~fuF). 
Then there is an interpretation tz such that I~(A) = {A} for each nonterminal A, 
F" <lt F(iz) (resp. F'~ <~tu F(t~)), and F" (resp. F~) is form equivalent (resp. uniform 
form equivalent) to F' (resp. to FI' ). 
Using Theorem 6.1 (of. also Maurer et al., 1977), one sees that any language in 
~(F) ,  where F is an EOL form, can be expressed as ~(L(F)) for some substitution 
-~ such that 
~(a)  = {a  x .... , a~}. 
This result does not hold true for uniform interpretations: ~Cru(F) cannot be 
characterized in terms of L(F) alone. For instance, consider the EOL form F 1 
(resp. F2) determined by the productions 
S --~ aa, a --~ a (resp. S --~ aA, A --4 a, a --~ a). 
Then L(F1) = L(F~) = {aS}. However, oCPfu(F~) and ~u(F1) are incomparable. 
The theory of L forms gives rise to quite a number of interesting decision 
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problems. Let us restrict our attention to EOL forms. We can consider the 
decidability of the equation 
~,('(F) ~--- L, qu(F), ~°u(F) = ~C~'wu(F), etc., 
for one given EOL formF. We can say very little about these problems although 
it seems to us that most of them are undecidable. We have here the peculiar 
situation that, by the familiar techniques, it is easier to establish the undecidability 
of these equations for families involving the full interpretation although 
~ru(F) _C ~gOu(F ) (and the corresponding inclusion holds in other cases as well). 
Thus, one would expect that deciding ~u(F1) = ~u(Fs) or £Pu(F) = ~ewu(F) is 
"harder" than deciding ~ru(F1) -Garu(F2) or ~o--c su(F) = ~rwu(F). However, we 
are able to prove the undecidability of the latter equations, whereas the undecida- 
bility of the former ones remains open. The following theorem has been 
established in Maurer et al. (1977). 
THEOREM 6.2.. There is no effective procedure to decide for arbitrary two 
EOL systems F1 and F s whether or not ~tu(F1) = 5~fu(F2). 
We shall now establish the following undeeidability result dealing with 
different families associated with the same form. 
THEOREM 6.3. There is no effective procedure to decide for an arbitrary EOL 
system F whether or not 
~u(F) = ~wuOV). (4) 
Proof. We apply a reduction of (4) to the Post Correspondence Problem 
(PEP) (cf. Salomaa, 1973). Consider an arbitrary instance 
(~  ..... ~,), (31 ,..., 3,)  
of PCP, where cq and 3i are nonempty words over the alphabet {al, as}. We 
consider two encodings of {al, as,  #} (intuitively, # is a center marker), 
affected through the two homomorphisms h and hi: 
h(#)  = ba2b, h(al) = ba3b, h(a2) = ba4b, 
hi(#) = YXsY ,  h~(a~) = YXaY,  hi(as) ----- YX4Y.  
We define now an EOL system F. The nonterminals o fF  are S, S 1 - -  S 5 , X, i7, 
and the terminals are a and b. (As always, S is the axiom.) For the sake of an 
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easy reference, we give the productions of F in two groups. The first group 
consists of the productions, where c ranges over hi(a1) and hl(a~): 
S -* S1, 
S 1 - *  cSf f  I hi(a1) S2hl(a~)lhl(a~) S2h~(al) l cSz l $4c, 
s2 -* c& [ &c L hi(#), 
& -* c& 1 hi(#), & -* s,c i h~(#), 
X *a ,  Y - *b ,  a - *a ,  b -~b.  
The second group consists of the productions (where mi stands for "mirror 
image" and i ranges over 1,..., n): 
S ~ h(cci)S ~ mi (h(/3~)), 
S 5 -+ h(c~i)S 5 mi (h(fl~)) i h (# ). 
Note that the first group generates all coded versions of words of the form 
x#y,  where x and y are over the alphabet {a 1 , a2} and x @ mi(y). Moreover, in 
the first group uniform and weakly uniform interpretations have the same effect 
because a -*  a and b -*  b are the only productions having two occurrences of 
the same terminal. The second group generates a word of the form x# mi (x) 
(in an encoded way) exactly in case our instance of PCP has a solution. There is 
also a difference between uniform and weakly uniform interpretation for the 
second group. By these observations we can show that, for F thus defined, (4) 
holds exactly in ease our instance of PCP has no solution. Assume first that it has 
a solution. Then ~a~uw(F) contains a language containing a word 
xh(#)  mi (x), 
where 
x = bala ~ ".. bbala 2 .." b ..., 
i.e., the a's between the b's are different. Such a word is generated by the 
productions in the second group, by interpreting b as b and a as {a, a a , a 2 , az, aa}. 
However, no such word belongs to any language in ~u(F) .  I f  it did, it would 
have been generated exclusively by the productions in the first group. This is 
certainly not possible if b is interpreted only as b. I f  also some of the a/'s are 
interpretations of b, we get a contradiction with the following facts due to the 
definition of the productions in the first group: 
(i) between any two interpretations of b, zero, two, three, or four inter- 
pretations of a occur; 
(ii) three consecutive interpretations of b never occur. 
Consequently, we have in this case ~wu(F)  v a ~u(F) -  
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Assume, secondly, that our instance of PCP has no solution. Then  any word 
in any language in ~CPfwu(F ) or in ~fu(F)can be generated exclusively by the 
productions in the first group. This implies that (4) holds. | 
As regards the preceding proof, note that the last conclusion does not remain 
true if the interpretation is not full, i.e., we consider families fwu(F)and ~,au(F). 
For instance, if a 1 = al °" and fll = aa then the language 
L = {(bala2a~b)2'~baab(baaazalb)nln >~ 1} 
is in the former family but not in the latter one. Of course, SOu(F) contains 
languages containing L, but not L itself. 
Similar difficulties are met if one tries to use these techniques to establish the 
undeeidability of ~u(F1) = ~-CPu(F2). Here a natural choice would be to let F1 
consist of the first group of productions and F 2 of both groups (with slight 
variations in the terminating rules). 
7. FURTHER UNDECIDABILITY RESULTS 
In this section, we shall consider some problems whose undecidability can be 
established for uniform interpretations (without assuming the interpretation to 
be full). 
THEOREM 7.1. The emptiness of ~Wu(Fa)c~ G°u(F2) is undecidable for EOL 
forms F 1 and F 2 stable with respect o terminals (and, hence, for all EOL forms). 
Pro@ We consider again an instance of PCP (% ,..., an) , ( f l  , ' " ,  Bin), where 
** and f~ are nonempty words over the alphabet {al, a2}. We define now a 
homomorphism h on the monoid {#, al,  a2,1,..., n}* by 
h(#) = ba2b, h(al) = baZb, h(a2) = ba'b, 
h(i) = ba4+ib, i = 1,..., n. 
Let F 1 and F 2 be the EOL systems determined by the following productions, 
where i ranges over 1 .... ,n: 
FI: S --+ h(i) Sh(c~), S --* h(i) h (#)  h(~), a ~ a, b --+ b, 
F2: S --* h(i) Sh( f  3, S - *  h(i) h (#)  h(fi), a ~ a, b --* b. 
Then L~'u(F1)n S¢'u(F2) is empty exactly in case our instance of PCP has no 
solution. Indeed, assume first that no solution exists. Then ~¢'u(F1) and ~CPu(F2) 
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are disjoint. In fact, any language in the former family is disjoint from any 
language in the latter family. Words in a language in the former family are of the 
type 
bla~+qblbza~+i~b~ "'" bta~+'*btbta,2b,&i, "" &q , (5) 
where &q is obtained from h(~ 0 by replacing blocks bjaflb~ and b~aj4bj with 
biaiSbi and bia~4bi. Words in a language in the latter family look like (5) with a's 
replacing by fl's. We are able to decode (5) uniquely as i 1 "-- i ,#aq "- si x . If (5) 
would be equal to some word in a language in Sen(F2), we would also get equality 
by replacing b~ with b and a~ with a. Hence, PCP would have a solution, acontra- 
diction. 
Assume, secondly, that PCP has a solution: 
% "" ~,  = 3~, "" 3 i l .  
Consider the EOL system FI' , F 1' <~u F1, with the productions 
s-+ h(il) Slh(%) 
SI -+ h(i~) S~h(%) 
s,_ l  -+ h(i,) Sh(%) Ih(i, #%) 
a-+a,  b---~ b. 
An EOL system F( ,  F 2' <~uF 2 is defined in exactly the same way, with /3's 
instead of ~'s. 
Then 
L(FI '  ) = L(F~') ~- {h[(ix ". it) ~ #(a i r " .  O~il)m ] ] m ~ 1}. | 
The previous proof also gives immediately the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.2. 
and F~: 
(i) 
(it) 
(iii) 
The following problems are undecidable for EOL systems F 1 
Is £Pu(F1) n ZPu(F~) infinite ? 
Does some word in some language in £Pu(F1) occur also in some language in 
~u(F~).~ 
Has some language in 5¢u(F1) an infinite intersection with some language in 
~eu(F~) .~
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8. CLOSURE PROPERTIES 
Uniform and ordinary interpretation lead to similar results as regards closure 
properties. The family ~u(F)  may be a full AFL  or an anti-AFL. This result 
corresponds to the one obtained in Maurer et al. (1976a), and is an indication of 
the fact that some of the most common L families have strong (ETOL)  and 
others (OL) weak closure properties. 
THEOREM 8.1. There is an EOL system F 1 (resp. Fz) such that ~u(F1) (resp. 
,L, eu(F2)) is a full AFL  (resp. an anti-AFL). 
Proof. The EOL form in Theorem 10.2 in Maurer et al. (1976a) qualifies 
for F 1 . In fact, for uniform interpretation, it is much easier to show that the 
resulting family equals the family of regular languages because we do not have 
to worry about the productions a -+ b. The EOL form in Theorem 10.1 in 
Maurer et al. (1976a) qualifies fo rF  2 . The proof given in Maurer et al. (1976a) 
remains valid for uniform interpretations. | 
Note added in proof. The conjecture that ~(F)  ~ CF for every EOL form F has been 
proven in the meantime by Albert, J., and Maurer, H. A. (1977), The class of CF languages 
is not an EOL family, Inform. Processing Lett. 6, 190-195. 
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